MOWR makes earning college credits SIMPLE!

A total of 1,874 high school students taking college courses with Wiregrass during 2016-2017 earned 16,830 college credits. Using MOWR funds these students and their parents saved $3,009,366 in tuition and fees by enrolling early in college!

For additional information, contact:

Shamonti Mobley
Valdosta Campus
(229) 333-2100 ext 1246
shamonti.mobley@wiregrass.edu

Amanda Hayes
Coffee Campus
(229) 468-2027
amanda.hayes@wiregrass.edu

Lisa Helms
Ben Hill-Irwin Campus
(229) 468-2049
lisa.helms@wiregrass.edu

MOWR is available to all 9th-12th graders, regardless of age. Classes are offered at Wiregrass, your high school, and online.

MOWR funding covers 100% of tuition. Fees are exempted and textbooks are provided.

Degree level courses are transferable* to colleges in the University System and the Technical College System of Georgia, plus many more! *dependent on major

MOWR classes DO NOT count against HOPE or Zell Miller HOPE scholarship and grant caps!

College credits DO count toward high school graduation rigor requirements and HOPE and Zell Miller HOPE Scholarship rigor requirements.

Double the credit. Half the time. Zero the tuition.
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